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***https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZfST2Ymw2ag***

Latest cover of Der Spiegel magazine says, "How Europeans look at the Germans - the German Superiority."
Listen to The Heretics' Hour Monday night: Greek and
Who attended Sunday's first “Russian International Conservative
Russian Disconnect from Reality
Forum” in St. Petersburg, sponsored by the Rodina nationalist
Monday, March 23th at 8pm Central U.S. time (9pm Eastern,
party? It was openly billed as a gathering to “defend the
6pm Pacific) on Carolyn Yeager Uncensored
interests of Russia” in the ongoing occupation-dispute over
Carolyn speaks to the way the (Jewish-American, leftist) media
Crimea and Ukraine, so there were very few antifa protestors.
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/carolynyeager_uncensored
portrays Greece vis a vis Germany. And why tying “Grexit” to
euro zone failure, thus to EU failure, is a lie;
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From Canada:
Arthur Topham Reveals The Pattern of Global Extra-Judicial Persecution

----------------------------------------

Zion’s Zombie Army: Neo-Zionist zealots attack RadicalPress.com
By Arthur Topham
March 21, 2015
established myself as a rather unique specimen in the
then fledgling alternative press.
Here in Canada, as elsewhere within the world’s
democracies, the yin/yang nature of the present system
of governance inevitably affords the Canadian citizen,
taxpayer and voter a “choice” between either a left wing
or a right wing style government with either of these
variations taking on additional names and identities. The
“left”, historically, has been the Liberal Party of Canada
and the “right” has operated under the guise of the
Conservative Party of Canada throughout its history.
Following the general pattern set around the Western
world, by the beginning of the 20th century a new kid
suddenly appeared on the political block whose outward
appearance and purpose was aimed at garnering the
support of the great unwashed masses, the “Proletariat”,
many of whom had only recently achieved suffrage. As
they became known within the literature of the day this
new kid’s schtick was basically the political ideology we
understand today as “socialism” although throughout
much of its genesis it quickly became co-oped by the
Marxist strain that preferred to be known as
“communism”.
Those socialist/communist ideals and precepts then
became firmly embodied in Canadian politics during the
1930′s when the Western world was being held in thrall
to a devastating economic “depression” euphemistically
known as the “Dirty Thirties”; a deliberate event brought
on by the machinations of the private money lenders (all
Jews) who, in 1913, had successfully pulled off the
greatest financial coup in world history when they were
given a license by the United States government to
manufacture fiat currency out of thin air and then lend it
out at usurious cost to borrowers.
Concomitant with the surreptitiously gained, carte
***
blanche freedom to create untold wealth (embodied
“The problem is, The Radical, like D&D, has
under the false flag tag of the “U.S. Federal Reserve” and
connections and it has influence.”
later aptly referred to as the Creature from Jekyll
- Will Offley, DRY ROT: The Far Right Targets the
Island by the American writer G. Edward Griffin), the
Left,
“fed” was able to use its ill-gained power to manipulate
Canadian Dimension magazine, Jan/Feb/2001.
the stock markets and influence the overall wealth of the
***
nation for good or bad, all dependent upon agenda which
It’s the same old story
this Rothschild cartel clandestinely conspired to author
Everywhere I go,
for their own benefit and that of their tribe.
I get slandered, libelled
And so out of all this financial intrigue-wreaking
I hear words I never heard in the Bible
economic havoc around the Western world emerged a
Paul Simon’s Keep The Customer Satisfied.
new “Made in Canada” “left” political party known as the
***
Co-operative Commonwealth Federation (CCF), led by a
Introduction
man who justifiably may be called the nation’s most
Being a longstanding member of the alternative new
truthful, honest and honourable Statesman, Thomas
media one expects to be subjected to an endless array of
“Tommy” Clement Douglas.
vituperation, slander, hate, maligning, slurs, false
First elected to office in Saskatchewan in 1935 as a CCF
accusations, etc. It comes with the territory; that being
member of the House of Commons Tommy then resigned
the vast, uncharted landscape known as Truth-revealing.
to run for the leadership of the provincial CCF and in
In the case of RadicalPress.com the assaults upon my
1944 they won an overwhelming majority and his party
then hard copy, bimonthly tabloid known asThe
became the first-ever socialist government in North
Radical (June 1998 to June 2002) began in earnest
America. In 1961, the CCF formed the New Democratic
around the turn of the century approximately two years
Party (NDP) of Canada under Tommy’s leadership and,
after I began publishing. By that point in time I had
as they say, the rest is history.
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It must be borne in mind though that the Tommy
Douglas version of socialism was fundamentally different
from that of Canada’s Communist Party which never was
able to align its own Marxist-Leninist (Zionist) policies
with those of the democratic socialism of either the CCF
or, later, the NDP. Douglas had little use for any form of
socialism involving people who did little else but sit
around talking about Marx or Lenin or Trotsky waited
patiently for the next “revolution” to start that would
usher in the type of totalitarian Bolshevik government
that formed the former Soviet system. Tommy’s
socialism was based on Christian principles of
brotherhood and helping others less fortunate than
oneself rather than following a rigid, dogmatic
Marxist/Leninist doctrine.

As a result Canada has never had to endure any serious
growth of Marxist-style politics (although shades of
things to come can be seen in the behaviour of the
current Zionist-controlled Harper Conservatives) and
what little did develop tended to be isolated pockets of
communist ideologues located within fringe areas of
cities across the country.
As the interest in The Radical grew, so did the concern of
the minority section of the “left” who, up until that point
had basically held a monopoly over the type of
information being disseminated to the alternative
community around the province and the nation. The
group fretting over the information being disseminated
via The Radical (and believe me it was as broad in scope
as humanly possible, covering as many topics as I could
squeeze into 24 pages) turned out to be the MarxistLeninist-Trotskyist-Zionist section of Vancouver’s East
Side, an anomalous collective of atheistic, diehard
doctrinaire, commissar throwbacks heavily influenced by
all the Jewish writers and activists of the past century.
It was this shadowy, serpentine sub-group of Canada’s
socialist “left” who were not impressed at all with the
new upstart from Quesnel, B.C. who was suddenly
cutting a swath, like anarchist Nestor Mahkno’s raiders
did through Lenin’s Bolshevik forces after 1917, through
their formerly held media territory. The Radical was
covering so many different topics that their Leninized
heads began spinning with each new edition that hit the
streets giving the term “revolution” a whole new
meaning; one that was plainly undermining their
traditionally calcified, narcissistic and nihilistic world of
Marxist mediocrity.
By the end of the year 2000 things came to a head with
the zio-Marxists launching their first full-scale attack
upon my newspaper and that of a sister publication from
out in Nova Scotia known asDiscourse and Disclosure run

by Sue Potvin and hosting an array of writers and
activists who were then aligning themselves with either
of our newspapers.
The vehicle for launching their hostile assault
was Canadian
Dimension (CD)
magazine,
also
a
bimonthly “Left” publication that had been in business for
around 6 years and displayed strong ties to the old
Marxist-Leninist/Zionist left as well as trade unions. From
what I could tell it was heavily influenced by
Jewish/Zionist writers and staff.

Their trigger man for the first volley was a Vancouverbased “researcher and writer” by the name of Will Offley
who penned an all-encompassing screed called “DRY
ROT: The Far Right Targets the Left”. Its appearance in
the January/February 2001 edition of CD set the tone for
the future in terms of this Marxist group’s attitude
toward Radical Press and their ongoing efforts to
marginalize my publication by the use of standard Zionist
Jew smear tactics. The article itself is no longer available
on the Canadian Dimension website but it is available on
RadicalPress.com here.

As one will note Radical Press is still operating fourteen
years later regardless of the relentless attacks by the
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Zionist forces who continue doing their utmost to control
all the political discourse, be on the net or in hard copy
alternative publications. Their mask is Zion and their
game is always censorship of any anti-Zionist opposing
perspectives by any foul means deemed expedient..
HATE IN THE NORTH: Gaily bedight, a not so
Gallant knight
Okay, now let’s fast forward to the year 2012. The zionist
brainwashed lefties who I’ve coined “neo-Zionists”
basically went off my radar screen (with the occasional
exception of the Anti-RacistCanada blogsite) after
their taskmaster and benefactor, the Jewish
masonic B’nai Brith Canada, figured it would be a
lot easier to use legislation (contained in
the Canadian Human Rights Act which they played
a major role in creating after the end of WW2 using the
holocaust lie as pretext) to charge me with a sec. 13
“Hate crime”. This allow them to download the
responsibility and cost on to the state (and the Canadian
taxpayer) who would subsequently take over the
harassment and persecution just as they did in all other
cases where they didn’t have the courage or integrity to
enter into any formal debate on the issues but would
rather just label all opposing viewpoints as “hate speech”
and have the courts do the dirty work for them. The
classic example of this was the Canada’s Jewish lobby’s
vile, despicable, traitorous and vicious attacks upon truth
revealer Ernst Zundel. One can view his case here to
find out the real story about how these hordes of Zion’s
Zombies behave when programmed to act as attack dogs
for the truth-hating Jews.
Bringing it all down to a local focus, on December 1,
2012 a young man by the name of Daniel Gallant, then
completing his Master’s degree in Social Work at the
University of Northern British Columbia (UNBC) in Prince
George, B.C. (a city about 100 km north of the Quesnel
area where I reside), published a short 5-Part series of
articles on his website entitled “Hate in the North”.
InPart I Gallant introduced himself with the following
short statement:

“I am an example of hope, diversity and compassion
that can be seen through my work as an anti-racist
activist, and a re-formed violent right wing extremist. As
a right-wing-skinhead who has committed hundreds of
assaults during my time in the white supremacist
movement, I believe that my experiences can benefit
society by offering insight into hate crimes, and the
patterns that surround these violent acts. Over ten years
ago I was awakened to a path of redemption and social
change through epiphanies at the height of my extremist
action.”

Gallant, as he goes to great (one might even say
“extreme”) lengths to outline in his autobiographical
writings on his websites, tells his readers that he was
born into a very dysfunctional family setting and grew up
under excruciatingly painful circumstances that resulted
in his having to endure all sorts of horrific physical,
mental, emotional and spiritual abuse and trauma. The
end result of it all landed him in Vancouver, B.C. at the
young age of 14 in the very same neighbourhood
populated by the fringe lefties who now play a role in this
article.
After joining his “neo-Nazi”, “white supremacist” “violent
right wing extremist” groups and beating and torturing
hundreds of victims this flawed piece of human
machinery, either through the grace of God or possibly
some other force, finally was able to break free from his
bondage to human despair and violence around the time
that Israel was destroying the Twin Towers in New York
City on September 11th, 2001.
Upon escaping his former fate his road to recovery
brought him into contact with a number of remedial
groups and agencies and individuals who all had varying
degrees of influence on his healing. Foremost was his
family connection with First Nations culture stemming
from his early childhood out in Alberta. But, as is the
case in so many instances of individuals who have
suffered extreme trauma in their lives, Daniel Gallant’s
road to recovery was fraught with new obstacles and
challenges which, as one can see from reviewing his path
to the present day, have led him into a new world
paradigm that poses as great a challenge as his former
incarnation as a “violent right wing extremist neo-Nazi
skinhead white supremacist”.
Today Daniel Gallant is on a crusade to make amends for
all of his past sins and in doing so he is now being
encouraged and supported by yet another group of even
more dangerous, fanatical zealots than his former
associates, these being the Zionist criminal cartel itself,
the world’s foremost problem and threat to global peace
and security and the front organization for the Devil
himself.
Following
his
heartfelt
confessions
(somewhat
reminiscent, for those familiar with the Bible, of St. Paul
himself), the remainder of Part I focusses on his
connections to and interpretations of supposed “violent
right wing extremists” and the “white supremacist
movement”, both of which are the focus of “a unique and
powerful new global force” called the “Against Violent
Extremism (AVE) Network” which, as Gallant states, “is
managed
by
the Institute
for
Strategic
Dialogue (ISD) and is a unique private sector
partnership between ISD, Google Ideas, the Gen Next
Foundation and Rehab Studio.”and which he is now
associated with as well. [all emphasis throughout this
article is mine. A.T.]
There is an old saying that one can usually find out a lot
about a person by the company they keep so, with that
in mind, let’s have a look at some of Daniel Gallant’s
new-found “friends” who have been so helpful in
supporting and promoting his current mission in life as
the
new
Simon
Wiesenthal
“neo-Nazi”,
“white
supremacist”, “violent right wing extremist”, “hate”
hunter.
For starters the “Against Violent Extremism
Network” offers readers some revealing glimpses into
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those who are organizing and financing the initiatives
that the young Daniel Gallant is involved with.

In the above photo (from Bloomberg) we sees the
“rebel” oligarch Lord Arthur George Weidenfeld, President
of the Institute for Strategic Dialogue and head of
the brain trust that’s designing and financing
“philanthropic” organizations like the “Against Violent
Extremism Network”. As Bloomberg states, “Lord Arthur
George Weidenfeld, also known as Lord Weidenfeld of
Chelsea, is the Founder and serves as Chairman
of Weidenfeld & Nicolson Ltd., a book publisher, since
1948 [subsidiary ofThe Orion Publishing Group, Ltd.
A.T.]. Lord Weidenfeld is the President of the Institute
for Strategic Dialogue. Lord Weidenfeld serves as
Director of Hollinger International Publishing Inc. He
serves as director of Jerusalem Post. Lord Weidenfeld
is also the Member of Advisory Board of theTelegraph
Group Limited and Member of European Advisory Board
at Investcorp Bank BSC, Private Equity. He served as a
director of Hollinger Inc. from September 1993 to 1995.”
Plainly folks there’s obviously no hidden agenda here. No
conspiracy. Just a man of the people dedicating his
resources to the endless struggle for truth and social
justice; a veritable Gandhi of the Rothschild International
banking consortium.

This photo also reveals many more of Daniel Gallant’s
benefactors.
Unfortunately
the
picture
wasn’t
accompanied by a caption so I was unable to identify
most of them but as one can see we do have German
Chancellor Angela Merkel, former Stasi agent from
communist east Berlin, standing with a number of
apparently highly influential personages including Lord
Weidenfeld (behind her) and the infamous war criminal
Henry Kissinger to the right of Weidenfeld. Again, just
another group of everyday Joes and a Jane deeply

concerned about the state of the world and giving of
themselves to improve the plight of humanity.
Next on Daniel Gallant’s friends list we find Google
Ideas. Now everyone knows of course that Google is the
most powerful Jewish-owned outfit on the cyber block
when it comes to the control and dispensation of
information and spyware and, being the overlord of the
world’s ability to access truthful information, is also vital
to the availability of much of the content now
processable on the Internet.
Again, nothing unusual here to be concerned with when
it comes to open access and freedom of speech and so
on. This fact is easily discerned just from viewing the
graphic headers on the Google Ideas website and
knowing that Google Ideas “explores how technology can
enable people to confront threats in the face of conflict,
instability and repression. We connect users, experts and
engineers to conduct research and seed new technologydriven initiatives.” Most reassuring indeed for individuals
and organizations who may wish to avail themselves of
such powerful tools in order to search out all those nasty
“neo-Nazis” and “white supremacists” and “violent right
wing extremists” who are causing so much “conflict,
instability and repression” within Google’s domain.

Another “unique and powerful new global” friend of
Daniel Gallant’s is Gen Next Foundation. Now here’s a
group of rebel anarchists if you ever saw one! All smiles
and clean-cut, one can rest assured that they would have
only the best of philanthropic intentions for the great
unwashed masses.
As their Mission states, “The Gen Next Foundation works
to create opportunities and confront challenges that face
future generations in the areas of education, economic
opportunity, and global security. We aspire to solve the
greatest generational challenges of our time using a
unique hybrid of private sector and non-profit business
models – called a venture philanthropy model.”
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Wikipedia tells us, “McKinsey & Company is a
multinational management consulting firm with 108
global offices headquartered in New York City in
the United States. It conducts qualitative and
quantitative analysis in order to evaluate management
decisions. Eighty percent of the world’s largest
corporations are consulted by the firm and it is
considered
the
most
prestigious
management
consultancy.
McKinsey
publishes
the McKinsey
Quarterly, funds the McKinsey Global Institute research
organization, publishes reports on management topics
and
has
authored
many
influential
books
on
management. Its practices of confidentiality, influence on
business
practices
and
corporate
culture
have
experienced a polarizing reception.”

Here, pictured in the photo above, is yet another radical
group of bad-assed, Gen Next Generation “neo-Nazi”,
“white supremacist” bounty hunters ready to rock ‘n roll
and provide all the necessary backup for young, bornagain neo-Zionist “hate” detectives like Daniel Gallant
and company. I mean a little Saudi (Jew) money doesn’t
hurt the cause now does it? As they state on their site,
“When private sector and thought leaders turn
their attention, time, and revenue towards
supporting
game-changing,
socially impactful
projects, the results can shape the future for
millions around the world.”
In terms of Gen Next Foundation’s issues they focus on
the three that “drive prosperity for future generations:
Education, Economic Opportunity, and Global Security.”
Get it? “Global Security”. . . “Global Security”. . . “Global
Security”. . . “Global Security”. And, speaking of Global
Security, the Gen Next Foundation has this to say:
“Without a stable, safe environment to grow up in, future
generations have far less of a chance to achieve their
dreams. Overcoming
21st
century
challenges
demand that our nation’s defense apparatus is the
most funded, versatile, well trained, respected, and
effective in the world.
We must prioritize diplomacy, and present a positive
image of the US in the world. By observing trends in
instability, violence, and extremism, both in our
own neighborhoods and around the globe, we can
better understand the roots of these problems, and
develop solutions to solve them through community,
technology, and other innovative methods.”
And where do we find the sources for their grand ideas?
Let’s see. The World Economic Forum, 2014,
the Council on Foreign Relations, 2012, and the Pew
Research Center, three outstanding, revolutionary
organizations all designed to enhance the quality of life
for freedom-living working folks everywhere.
In terms of their Ventures “Gen Next Foundation
incubates and grows ventures that are often high risk,
forward looking, and high impact ideas. Our network
guides and effectuates each venture with action
groups capable of creative ideation, McKinsey style
consulting, and world class execution [no doubt
along the lines of Israel's Mossad. A.T.]. We align private
sector leaders, government officials, and NGOs in a
Venture Philanthropy model to ensure our ventures have
the greatest impact.”

Pretty high-falutin language and projects we’re seeing
here coming from all of these international orgs and
“management consulting firms”who intend to “engineer”
our lives for our own good regardless of what we might
think. Why it just send shivers of excitement up one’s
spine contemplating all the possibilities in store for the
lumpen Proles in the days ahead.
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And finally, to conclude this brief look at Daniel Gallant’s
allies in the hate-hunting, neo-Nazi, white supremacist
business, we best take a quick peek at Rehab Studeo.

This is yet another “creative technology company” that
provides “digital brand experiences that live online,
mobile and in the real world, employing a unique creative
process based on the principles of hacking to help
clients solve business and communication problems
using creativity and technology.” Oi veh! Such a deal for
all the Daniel’s of the world who just might want to
“hack” into all those “neo-Nazi”, “white supremacist”
websites or anyone else who they decide is a threat to
their global security interests.
Anyway, so much for some of Daniel Gallant’s
benefactors. Now let’s take a look at what he’s saying
about yours truly and other truth revealers who have
dedicated their lives to outing the ongoing machinations
of the globalist elites and see what we might find. Then,
I’ll try and summarize my thoughts on why this “example
of hope, diversity and compassion” behaves as he does
and also analyze why his efforts are both misplaced and
detrimental to a truthful understanding of how the world
operates and ultimately just a cover up and another false
flag designed solely to protect the people that are now
manufacturing the “reality” which is leading us all further
and further into the realm of a one world global
dictatorship so lucidly outlined in the Protocols of the
Learned Elders of Zion over a century ago.

Following Part I of Gallant’s general comments on “Hate
in the North” he zeroes in on me in Parts II to V by
writing the following piece of pro-Zionist propaganda and
titling it “Wells, BC, A Home for Hate: Arthur
Topham’s Hate and Fear“. Why he chose to include the
words “Wells, BC” is open to speculation as I haven’t
lived in the town of Wells for forty years and anyone
living in the Cariboo who knows me knows that I live in
the community of Cottonwood where I’ve resided full
time since 1978. The fact that he did use that title came
back eventually to bite him in the ass on Facebook and
when it did he changed it to Hate in the North (Part
II): Arthur Topham.
As well as screwing up on the title he also did the same
thing with the url to my website. That, I believe, was
intentional on Gallant’s part as he likely didn’t want to
give my website any attention other than to provide a
pretext for his slander and vilification that it provides to
his readership (assuming of course that he has readers.
Judging from the number of comments at the end of
each of these 5-Part diatribes it doesn’t appear to be
many). The addition of “/blog/” to the url to
radicalpress.com was an easy way to throw readers off.
Also, it ought to be noted that I had to remove the urls
to the three news articles that Gallant posts on his site.
Why? Because there is a court order prohibiting me from
publishing anything that contains the names of the two
traitorous Zionist sycophant sayanim who filed the
complaints against me and this included even links to
other publications that reveal their names. It’s all
justified of course by saying that they are being
somehow put “in danger” if I should mention them. It
could be misconstrued as a “threat” even. Heaven forbid!
Doesn’t matter that all the court documents display their
names and either of these entities are known across the
country for all their other devious deeds over the past
decade and longer and if anyone was to google my name
and the charges brought against me that they could
easily find out who they are. It’s called Zionese and is a
perverse form of legalese.
Here, then, is Gallant’s assessment of myself:
Hate in the North (Part II): Arthur Topham

Quesnel BC’s own white supremacist Arthur Topham:
http://www.radicalpress.com/blog/ real
link
is: http://www.radicalpress.com/
News articles relating to Arthur Topham:
http://news.nationalpost.com/.… [court order prohibiting
publication]
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http://www.torontosun.com/.… [court order prohibiting
publication]
http://anti-racistcanada.blogspot.ca/.…
[court
order
prohibiting publication]
This local arrest is a very important event. It provides
the north with the opportunity to say that we will not
tolerate violent extremism in northern BC. No assaults,
whether verbal or physical should be encouraged or even
permitted. Since I have moved to Prince George four
years ago, I have linked the promotion of hate, youth
recruitment into hate groups, racist vandalism, and
violent extremism that includes explosives/bombs. This is
an opportunity for Prince George and the northern region
to state the claim that violent extremism is not welcome
in our communities.
The online white supremacist chatter is currently running
wild. Quesnel, BC, is now on the map as a white
supremacist location. Arthur Topham is reported to have
been arrested and his house searched by RCMP while
hate crimes charges have reportedly been laid. White
supremacist websites and discussion forums are
expressing support and outrage about Topham’s arrest.
Already the defense of free speech is being advocated by
Paul Fromm and of course lawyer Doug Christie. This is
not the first time Arthur Topham has been the center of
online white supremacist discourse. In 2009, Human
Rights complaints were lodged against him. The
complaints were dismissed due to complex legal issues.
However, Topham has now been caught with his ‘cyberpants down’. It is claimed by Paul Fromm that Doug
Christie will be representing Arthur Topham.
If asked, most people would not think that violent
extremism is present in the northern part of British
Columbia. However, with the actions of several racistright-wing skinheads and white supremacists the north is
seemingly becoming plagued by extremists, just like
anywhere else in Canada.
————
So, apart from his first two faux pas, our “example of
hope, diversity and compassion” Mr. Daniel Gallant then
violates the very foundation of justice as it exists in both
natural law and the laws of Canada by automatically
assuming I am somehow guilty of the alleged crime of
“promoting hate” and goes off on his own ramblings
about all the hateful things he’s discovered in the north
after living here for the past four years. In Daniel’s guiltridden fantasy world where demons run rampant,
suddenly the “online white supremacist chatter is
currently running wild. Quesnel (formerly Wells), BC, is
now on the map as a white supremacist location . . .
White supremacist websites and discussion forums are
expressing support and outrage about Topham’s arrest”
(although none of them are referenced in the article).
Paul Fromm and Doug Christie are immediately
highlighted and, by association, linked to the alleged
“White supremacist websites and discussion forums.”
Next, Gallant, missing his target by only three years,
tells readers that I had already been “caught with [my]
‘cyber-pants down’” back in 2009 when a Human Rights
complaint was filed against me but that it had been
“dismissed due to complex legal issues.” The truth of
course is that the Section 13 complaint was filed back in
2007 and wasn’t stayed until June 26th, 2014
when Section 13 was officially repealed by the
federal government a year and a half after Gallant wrote

his little hate propaganda piece. So much for referencing
his work with factual information.
Part III of Gallant’s pentagon of pathetic Zionist
propaganda, titled “Ideological Glance” is another feeble
and fruitless attempt to vilify the likes of former
columnist for the North Shore News in Vancouver, B.C.
Doug Collins; to refute the truth found in the Protocols of
the Learned Elders of Zion; to malign James Keegstra
and and Ernst Zundel; and to defend the greatest hoax
of the 20th century, i.e., the lie that 6 million Jews were
gassed and fried in ovens in German work camps during
WWII.

Part IV of Gallant’s mini-series on Machiavellian
methods for maligning the enemies of Zion titled
“Perversion of Rights” consists of another five paragraphs
of slurs, half-truths, outright lies and defamation of both
Paul Fromm and Douglas Christie that culminate in
accusations of pre-meditated intent on the part of these
two Canadian patriots to promote “genocide, atrocity and
harm to those who are implicated in the ‘Zionist
conspiracy’; which includes ‘race-mixers’, ‘race-traitors’
and most citizens.”
Part V titled “White Lies” is, like all of the other parts, a
scrambled, incoherent, convoluted and pathetic attempt
to present a hodge podge of lies, assumptions and wornout Zionist cliches as an intelligent appraisal of Gallant’s
misguided belief that anyone who disagrees with the
Jewish interpretation of history must, automatically, be
labeled either a “neo-Nazi” or a “white supremacist” and
a “hater”. I will quote in full the two paragraphs that
comprise this final segment of Gallant’s smear campaign
against myself and my associates so that readers can see
for themselves how transparent, ridiculous, puerile and
psychotic this individual’s reasoning truly is. Pay
particular attention to the sentence in bold where the
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writer attempts to wax eloquent on the subject of
eugenics.
“In addition to the conspiracy oriented backbone of the
white supremacist worldview there is another likewise
problematic misconception. This is the notion of racial
purity and the links biology has to culture. Eugenics
based science/theory, which is archaic in its
development, and the belief that biological
determinism is one of the crux of white
supremacist idealism speaks to the lens of these
pseudo-intellectual lenses. We as a collective society
now understand that race and biology do not determine
socialization. Socio-cultural dynamics which include
intelligence, deviance and criminality are referenced
throughout much of the right-wing doctrine as being
linked directly to physiology and biology. This biologically
determined belief structure is not only archaic, but debunked as a science. As indicated by UNBC professor and
scholar Michelle Bouchard race is a social construct and
what people typically refer to as ‘race’ does not actually
exist genetically in a solidified and quantitative manner.
Loose connections are the root of white supremacist
doctrine and propaganda. Extremists from the right wing
agenda, like Arthur Topham, regurgitate distasteful,
hurtful and violent messages, which are rooted in halfbaked pseudo-intellectualism. These individuals are not
tucked away into the corners of society and hidden away.
They work in your schools, courtrooms, universities and
construction sites. It is my goal to include, in this blog,
insight into who some of these people are; and what
they are up to. It is my hope to inform those from the
extreme-far-right, that there is a way out of the
misconceptions of their indoctrination; all while
promoting compassion and solidarity amongst our
collective human experience in order to decrease the
amount of abuse and oppression that occurs in our
country, our cities, our streets, our institutions, our
homes and most importantly in our minds.”
Okay. That more or less summarizes my comments on
Gallant’s little 5-pack attack piece on myself,
RadicalPress.com and friends and associates of freedom.
It’s so redundant and oh so reminiscent for truth
revealers everywhere of the stereotypical, nauseating
ADL hit pieces that gush forth incessantly from the dark
and dank underground recesses of B’nai Brith’s cesspool
of slander and calumny, the Anti-Defamation League.
What my research of Gallant’s sites tells me (coupled
with a few written exchanges on Facebook back in 2013)
is that his behaviour, in light of his past trauma, explains
to a great degree how the outcome of such a life
provides the perfect breeding ground for New World
Order psychopaths like the Zionist Jews who are always
vigilant when it comes to seeking out traumatized
individuals who can then be mind-controlled into
performing the type of tasks that Daniel Gallant is now
undertaking and who can then provide the necessary
feigned
sympathy
and
empathy
followed
by
encouragement and training and public exposure and
positive attention in order to gain a recruit who will then
serve their interests and be a willing, goyim
spokesperson for their NWO agenda.
Enter Joey Only – rebel anarchist and purveyor of
Zionist Jew myths

Now like many minds shaped by trauma and pain Daniel
Gallant is persistent in his efforts to expose those who
his “demons” tell him are “neo-Nazis” and “white
supremacists” and through such persistence he
eventually was able to capture the attention of another
young and foolish lad and a newcomer to the small town
of Wells which has been an integral part of the local
Cariboo social and cultural network for decades.

Joey Only might properly be called a reluctant musician
and singer/songwriter if one was to take to heart his
autobiographical writings found at:
https://joeyonly.wordpress.com/.
An easterner who eventually migrated out west in the fall
of 2002 Joey, like his newly acquired friend and protege
Daniel Gallant, also spend time in East Vancouver, Daniel
beating up drunks and people of colour and Joey playing
gigs in and around Vancouver’s “Left” music scene trying
to build up a reputation as a ‘the radical folk singer’.

Eventually, after a number of years working with the
Marxist-Leninist crowd in Vancouver, Joey became
disenchanted and decided to head north to the Yukon
where he set up shop in the local bars of Whitehorse
there forming his “Outlaw Band” in the spring of
2006. Joey and his band worked hard to establish a
reputation and earn a living and in the process he
eventually morphed into a more western-style,
frontier-type, back to the country (punk?) image.
After a few years on the road Joey quit the music
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scene and in 2009, as he says, “due

to personal
disillusionment, moved to Wells took it easy, started a
family and soon got a brand new ass kicking band
together.”

Like his newly acquired side-kick Daniel Gallant, Joey
appears to be a rather introspective type; a poet and
songwriter; one of the common folk and, professedly, a
fierce opponent of any and all forms of injustice.
Politically he espouses what he believes to be an
anarchist perspective. In his younger years it appears he
was also active in the Christian church. All fine and good.
Now around the end of February, Joey began suffering
from a northern malady that we in the area refer to as
“cabin fever blues”which is common throughout the
Cariboo and other wintery type regions of the world
where the short days and minimal sunlight tend to bring
a person down. It was around this same period of
darkness and depression that Daniel Gallant’s serpentine
efforts on behalf of his Zionist taskmasters to work his
venom into Joey’s mind finally had the desired effect.
The result was Joey Only decided that he too had to do
something about that “neo-Nazi”, “white supremacist”
Arthur Topham, the “racist, hate-mongering anti-Semitic
Jew-hater” who was giving Joey’s new town of Wells, a
bad reputation as “A Home for Hate” and so on February
24th, 2015 he posted the following hit piece on his
Facebook page:
Joey Onley
February 24 at 3:03pm
“So I gotta open up this can of worms…a friend of mine
told me today they were scared to come to Wells
because they read this article posted below some time
ago and then shared it with me. I have to say I love this
town so much that I can’t stand to see something like
this. So I appreciate what Daniel Gallant, the
author, is trying to do in exposing a neo-Nazi peice
of alcoholic trash like Arthur Topham but I can’t
approve of it as it’s unfactual and unfair. I want the
article removed!
Arthur Topham doesn’t live in Wells and I don’t think
anyone in this town would have any use for the proHitler crap that spews from his rotten head. He lives the
better part of an hour west of us and most people
here have never heard of his name. I love this town
and I believe we are a very progressive artistic, sensible
and inclusive community, probably the shining light in
the north. It hurts me to think that someone I care about
would be afraid to visit me because they got the
impression we are some kind of neo-nazi flag waving
town.
If you feel so moved to help defend our towns
reputation against such spurious accusations please do
two things. Read this article and post a comment to
Daniel explaining why you don’t believe it’s fair to muddy
our little mountain towns name…and secondly when you
see Arthur Topham in the liqour store remind him
he’s a peice of shit nazi scumbag who our
grandfathers would have shot…so not to bother
visiting Wells. When insane neo-nazi rantings from
someone we don’t even know come back to shame our
town I get a different kind of angry as we are nothing

like this. I never met this Arthur guy but if I
recognize him in town I promise I won’t mence
words in expressing my dissaproval!
Now let me post in the comments some of Arthur
Tophams horrific works. This stuff makes me want to
puke.”
Apart from the sudden realization that I was an
“alcoholic” the rest of Joey’s gush of slanderous
disparagement was typical of the anti-racist, brain-dead
zombies who the Zionists manage to sway in one way or
another to perform their malicious smear campaigns for
them.

“Receiving threats and harrassment from Arthur
Tophams camp this afternoon. It is to be expected. I’m
aware my physical safety is at risk for speaking out
against local white supremacists.”
More lies. Three days later, he posted the following:
Joey Onley
February 27 at 5:22pm
The immediate effect of course was that my family was
deeply incensed by his slanderous actions and crude,
foul-mouthed insults and that he would have the
chutzpah to pull off such a cheap stunt before people in
our own local community who we had known and
respected for decades.
As for all of our Facebook “friends” who were privy to
Only’s remarks none of them (to my knowledge)
displayed the courage or strength of character to speak
up on my behalf or my wife’s behalf in the comment
section below his post and chastise him for his callous
and uncalled for behaviour. In that sense, I suppose,
Joey’s outburst of lies about me was a good thing in that
it exposed to the Facebook world of make-believe
“friends” the depth of sincerity of those who had
previously feigned a cordial countenance toward us in the
past and once again reconfirmed the old adage “with
friends like that who needs enemies”.
Summary
Thus one sees how the effect of the Daniel Gallants of
the world serve the power elite who depend upon their
Zionized zombies to do their dirty work for them by
spreading lies and gossip that in turn facilitate greater
and greater dissension among those who are already
mentally taxed by the volume and magnitude of
deception that has permeated the mindset of the
younger generations.
The Daniel Gallants and the Joey Onlys of the world are,
in many ways, caught between two worlds. Having been
subjected all their lives to endless Zionist propaganda
promulgated by the Jew-controlled media since 1933
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their mental hard drive or database has been so
thoroughly infected by the duplicitous virus of Zionist
“Left” chicanery that it becomes virtually impossible (or
inconceivable) for them to understand how their cultural
and intellectual mindset has been so saturated with
meme after meme of Germanophobic hate-mongering
that by the time they’ve reached adulthood their minds
are already captive making them ripe for further mindcontrol and manipulation as soon as they dare venture
into that great arena for social change – politics and
political activism.
The case of Daniel Gallant is rather unique in some
respects. His early life of trauma is a classic example of
the type of MK-Ultra tactics that former victim of the
CIA’s “Project Monarch” mind-control operation, Kathy
O’Brien describes in her 1995 book TRANCE FORMATION
of AMERICA. Gallant, now that he’s fallen into the hands
of the same manipulators his work becomes all the more
relevant in terms of its planned objectives which are to
dispense deception for the greater good of Israel and the
Zionist agenda.
As I was finishing off this article I revisited Joey Only’s
Facebook page to see if anything had changed and while
scrolling down his page realized that he had deleted his
February 24 post. Fortunately I had copied and saved all
the relevant information. Was it remorse that moved him
to take it down? Was it the fact that others had
approached him off Facebook and told him that he was
way off track in making such outlandish statements
about someone they had know for years? Was it because
Only actually took the time to investigate further who I
really was? Or was it for some other unknown reason?
Possibly he realized what a fool he’d made of himself and
didn’t want the post to stand as reminder. Only Only
knows why and thus far he hasn’t had the honesty or
integrity to speak about it. It needs to be noted though
that he still has the post up where he accuses me of
harassing and threatening him so whatever his motives
were in removing the post they remain suspect.

In a second article related to Daniel Gallant I will focus
more directly on his accusations that I’m a “neo-Nazi”
and a “white supremacist”. There I hope to be able to
provide sufficient evidence to show that his deliberate
smear campaign has no substance whatsoever and all he
is doing is the acting as a sayan for the state of Israel
and the Rothschild Zionist criminal cartel.
——
http://www.radicalpress.com/?p=7466

___________________________________________
Some Revisionists engage in busy-work ...

It all began with a simple news story from Australia:
--------------------------On Thursday, March 19, 2015 3:01 AM, Fredrick Toben <toben@toben.biz> wrote:
Tony Abbott calls Bill Shorten the 'Dr Goebbels of
and a Jewish Labor MP Michael Danby walked out in
economic policy'
protest.
March 19, 2015 - 5:03PM
Mr Abbott was responding to a question from Mr Shorten
about whether a debt level of about 60 per cent of GDP
would "see Australia lose its AAA credit rating".
Lisa Cox, National political reporter
Prime Minister Tony Abbott has called Opposition Leader
Bill Shorten the "Dr Goebbels of economic policy" before
immediately withdrawing the comment.
Mr Abbott prompted an outcry in question time on
Thursday when he compared Mr Shorten to the Nazi
Joseph Goebbels, just over a month after he accused the
Labor Party of causing "a holocaust of job losses".
Joseph Goebbels was the minister for propaganda in Nazi
Germany and one of Adolf Hitler's closest associates.
Shadow attorney-general Mark Dreyfus, who is Jewish,
was booted from the chamber after he leapt to his feet to
protest the remarks. There was outcry from Labor with at
least four opposition frontbenchers standing up in protest

Prime Minister Tony Abbott withdraws his "Dr Goebbels"
remark in question time on Thursday. Photo: Alex
Ellinghausen
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them focused solely on the gas chambers in the
concentration camps when in fact the mass murder of
Jews was being carried out (with the assistance of
Latvian, Ukranian and Belorussian etc. police battalions)
in the Eastern Territory by bullets. Litner says the
rigorous German academic scholarship proof of a
Holocaust undeniable and his hosts at Majority Rights
seem to agree with him.
http://www.majorityrights.com/audio/DrChristianLindtner.mp3

An outraged shadow attorney-general Mark Dreyfus is
thrown out of the chamber. Photo: Alex Ellinghausen

"Such a question from such a Leader of the Opposition,
it's like the arsonist complaining about the fire," Mr
Abbott said.
He continued to describe Mr Shorten as "the Dr Goebbels
of economic policy" for his promotion of Labor's economic
management in government before immediately crying "I
withdraw, I withdraw, I withdraw, Madam Speaker".
Speaker Bronwyn Bishop was asked to reconsider
removing Mr Dreyfus but refused.

Communications Minister Malcolm Turnbull, Foreign
Affairs Minister Julie Bishop and Prime Minister Tony
Abbott later in question time. Photo: Alex Ellinghausen

Leader of the House Christopher Pyne pointed out that
Mr Dreyfus had used "exactly the same description" to
describe Mr Abbott in opposition.
In a 2011 opinion piece, Mr Dreyfus said there was
a "Goebbellian cynicism" to Mr Abbott describing his
campaign on the carbon tax as a truth campaign.
"Abbott's wildest claim is that he is running a 'truth
campaign'," he wrote. "Leaving aside the Goebbellian
cynicism of labelling a scare campaign a 'truth
campaign', I think it shows Abbott's contempt for the
Australian electorate."
In question time, Mr Abbott said: "I do withdraw and I
do apologise for using that phrase.
"But, Madam Speaker, the truth is the Leader of the
Opposition was
claiming
to
his
people
that the
government in which he served had delivered a surplus."
http://www.smh.com.au/federal-politics/politicalnews/tony-abbott-calls-bill-shorten-the-dr-goebbels-ofeconomic-policy-20150319-1m31vz.html

********

From: Charles Krafft whodareswings@yahoo.com
Sent: Friday, 20 March 2015 8:53 AM
To:
Fredrick
Toben;
Mike
Smith;
Fritz
Berg;
ericmail2014@gmail.com; Carolyn Yeager
Subject: Re: Abbott calls Bill Shorten the Dr Goebbels of
economic policy

Here's a recent podcast interview on Majority Rights
Radio with Dr. Christian Lintner, the Danish co-organizer
of the Tehran Holocaust Conference, explaining why he
now thinks Dr. Robert Faurisson is a demagogue who has
consciously duped "deniers" using academic guile to keep

------------------------------------From: Fredrick Toben toben@toben.biz
Sent: Friday, 20 March 2015 4:53 PM
To: 'Charles Krafft'; 'Mike Smith'; 'Fritz Berg';
'ericmail2014@gmail.com'; 'Carolyn Yeager'
Subject: RE: Abbott calls Bill Shorten the Dr
Goebbels of economic policy
Charles, permit me briefly to respond in point form:
1. Lindtner is confused because the shootings he
mentions have never been denied by Revisionists
because the Germans themselves documented them.
Revisionists have predicted that as the gassing
allegations at Auschwitz and Treblinka are discredited thanks in large measure to Faurisson, Zundel, Leuchter,
Rudolf, Graf, Mattogno, Butz, Staglich, Krege, et al, which is now an historical fact, the shift will be to the
shootings at the Eastern Front.
It’s nothing new except that it further illustrates how the
narrative changes over time – and establishment
historians are adopting research results created by
Revisionists. The other factor impacting is the Jewish
desire to retain control of the narrative, and so Cole has
been positioned in claiming stuff that wasn’t anything
new to Revisionists, i.e. that Krema I was not a gassing
centre, which they knew well before the 1992 Cole
expose. After all, who brings “light upon the nations”?
Lindtner is jumping on this bandwagon and he has sold
out his soul.
You’ll now note that Carolyn Yeager is pushing important
Hitler revision, which is so essential if we wish to
understand what actually happened during WWII. That
the “NAZIS” are still scapegoated about everything that’s
going wrong in the world is evident in that below article
about our Prime Minister drawing out the Nazi card –
whenever someone runs out of argument it’s still
productive to deflect with a Hitler invocation.
This fear of focusing on the man Adolf Hitler himself still
afflicts a number of Revisionists. Recently former “lefty”
Peter Myers has labelled me “a Nazi missionary” because
he cannot open his Marxist/Trotskyist mindset to a reevaluation of the role played by Hitler, except beyond
that of the Devil himself. All this indicates to me that
matters Holocaust are treated as the new Heresy, but
secular in nature, as we saw all too clearly during the
Paris Charlie Hebdo tragedy. By the way, my next book
has the title: Battle-of-the-Wills Ersatz: From hurt
feelings to Political Correctness, Secular Heresy and
Dementia.
Currently I am involved in caring for a colleague who has
been struck down by dementia, and whenever I leave the
home and re-enter the outside world I realize how
demented the outside world really is. Matters Holocaust
belief is a prime example of this. No doubt you’ll recall
Herman Rosenblat, who recently died saying: ‘Yes, it is a
lie, but in my mind it was true’!
Interestingly, I was also a member of the Teheran
Committee, and it seems strange for me to hear that
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Lindtner actually had the audacity to state in the
broadcast that German scholars don’t lie. He did not
mention the intimidating effect that the German Criminal
Code, Section 130, has on an open debate. And we need
to remember that academia was given a fearful message
when Dr Wilhelm Staglich had his doctorate revoked in
1983 on the grounds that his The Auschwitz Myth
demeaned academic standards! Lindtner is propagating a
jumbled view of things. As to the planning of the Teheran
conference, I arrived three weeks before it began and I
was privileged to view the final stages of its planning,
something other Revisionists can confirm. Lindtner was
not a co-organizer of the Teheran Conference – he was
lucky to have received the invitation.
2. I certainly share Faurisson’s worry about gassings,
which is the fundamental pillar of that ever-changing
Holocaust narrative. Lindtner should have spoken with
Mattogno and Graf who have, among other matters,
made a study of the shooting thesis. Lindtner’s attack on
Faurisson indicates to me what a shifty fellow he has
become – it’s outright pathological. In all fairness though
his Sanskrit research is excellent and his being labeled a
Holocaust denier did have a devastating effect on his real
interests in Sanskrit and the relationship between
Christianity and Buddhism.
3. Cole, Irving and Weber claim there were limited
gassings – I don’t recall whether Lindtner has also
adopted this cop-out viewpoint. And so these three, C-IW, have gained freedom from legal persecution. When I
was arrested at Mannheim in April 1999 I stated – and in
opposition to the public prosecutor’s demands that my
words not be added to the report, which the judge
himself was writing – that were proof of gassings ever to
emerge, then I would immediately publish it. That was in
1999 – and to date this has not happened and I am still
waiting.
4. Fritz Berg brings in interesting but useless
speculations that have no purpose and add nothing to
resolving the physical existence or non-existence of the
alleged homicidal gas chambers. It is Faurisson’s
brilliance to have seen through such deflective
hypothesising, which David Cole certainly recognized and
hence in his autobiography his pathetic denigration of
Faurisson’s role in Revisionism. As Faurisson would say,
the story keeps on changing and a new generation of
Revisionists forget that the crux of it all re the HolocaustShoah narrative is proof of the physical existence of the
alleged homicidal gassings. We are not worrying here
whether flying saucers exist or not – such speculations
are nice with a glass of wine.
5. If Revisionists let themselves be duped by Faurisson,
then shame on those who let themselves be duped.
Faurisson has not forced anyone, except through rational
means, to adopt his view. And for good measure let me
augment this by stating that the European mindset is
made up of British Empiricism, French Rationalism and
German Idealism; and we must be aware that in any
enquiry the use of one method all too often limits the
factual reality that we can catch
6. I fully embrace Faurisson’s view because by
eliminating the gassing allegations the whole Holocaust
narrative collapses and it becomes just another one of
those countless historical tragic event where humanity
expresses and exercises its uncivilized way of coping with
the battle-of-the-wills. It’s possible to draw a parallel
with the 9/11 narrative. I don’t dwell on whether the

Israelis did it or whoever...I focus on the Twin Towers
going down and Building 7 doing the same, and this is a
physical example of controlled demolition at work. Last
week our public TV service, SBS, screened in a series of
Conspiracy Events, the 9/11 problem. Building 7’s
demise was not mentioned – and it was not hit by a
plane – and a new theory proposed as to how the twin
towers collapsed: it was the planes’ aluminium that
melted and caused massive explosions. Some of it could
be seen dripping out the side of the building. Two
experts, one from Norway and the other from the US,
attested to that theory’s veracity. Why was Building 7
not mentioned? Isn’t that lying by omission? No doubt
furious efforts are being made to find further explanatory
hypotheses as to how it collapsed and thereby deflecting
from the hypothesis that it was a controlled demolition.
7. Indeed, Holocaust-HaShoah is a fact as is the firebombing Holocaust perpetrated upon the Germans,
which rarely ever gets mentioned? This is a tragedy, as
are all those other tragic events that swirled around
WWII – and such tragedies continue to manifest
themselves to this day, especially still in stark relief in
Palestine. And so the shift in narrative from homicidal
gassings to shootings – as propagated by Lindtner and
Berg’s detouring into busy work as to whether mass
gassings were possible – merely attempts to deflect from
the fundamental novum claim of Holocaust-Shoah, that
is, the Germans conducted mass homicidal gassings on
Europe’s Jewish population. I formulated the physical
steps in this process – at Auschwitz: line up- undressgas- cremate. At Treblinka: line up – Ivan the Terrible
slicing off breasts – gas – bury – exhume – cremate. I
then formulated the title of my talk at the Teheran
conference, which was about Treblinka, and for which I
had brought along a scaled model of the alleged killing
centre: The Holocaust has no reality in Space and Time,
only in Memory. What helped me in all this was, of
course, Richard Krege’s pioneering GPR work at
Treblinka, which knocked out Treblinka as a homicidal
gassing site.
With best wishes.
Fredrick Töben
Adelaide
PS: I have also Bcc’s this email to a number of interested
individuals.
--------------------------------------On Friday, March 20, 2015 4:09 AM, Fredrick Toben
toben@toben.biz wrote:

Charles, please note attachment
comments just sent to me:
Fredrick
---------------------------------------

and

the

below

- Pierre Vidal-Naquet, in an article titled « Le secret
partagé », Le Nouvel Observateur, 21 September 1984, p.

80, said that the abandonment of the gas chambers
would be a “surrender in open country” (“Abandonner la
chambre à gaz c’est capituler en rase campagne”);
- A famous lawyer of the LICRA, Me Bernard Jouanneau,
wrote in the daily La Croix, on 23 September 1976, p. 2 :
“If [it is true that] the gas chambers existed, then Nazi

barbarity has no equal. If not, the Jews will have lied
and antisemitism will thus be justified. Those are the
stakes in the debate” (“Si les chambres à gaz ont existé,
la barbarie nazie n’est égale à aucune autre. Si elles
n’ont pas existé, les juifs ont menti et l’antisémitisme
s’en trouverait justifié. Voilà l’enjeu du débat”).
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As to the constant reference to Hitler, please see what
Wikipedia has to say about it:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Godwin's_law
NB: The attachment is Jürgen Graf’s April 2009 article on
David Irving and the “Aktion Reinhardt Camps”

========================

From: hoaxbuster hoaxbuster@earthlink.net
Sent: Saturday, 21 March 2015 11:41 PM
To: Fredrick Toben; 'Charles Krafft'; 'Mike Smith';
ericmail2014@gmail.com; 'Carolyn Yeager'
Cc: Deanna Spingola; p19; Germar Rudolf; Friedrich Paul
Berg
Subject: Toebens's Non-answer

Toebens' longwinded non-answer to Lindtner and Krafft
is a kind of inevitable dead-ending, at least I hope so, of
the "crackpot revisionism" that Robert Faurisson
epitomized. Toeben denies nothing, neither gassings nor
mass shootings. Such a hero!
For mass shootings, the so-called "holocaust by bullets"-can Lindtner point to even one site that has been
examined, even remotely, the way the Katyn site was
examined by the Germans? Of course, not?
There should have been thousands of such sites--but, as
Father Patrick Desbois has shown, they are just not
there. The evidence for such shootings consists almost
entirely of the exact same kinds of "eyewitness" crap
used to "prove" in courts that mass gassings occurred.
Are mass gassings possible? That is a simple question
that I put to Toben twice already. Toben can't even
answer that.

Friedrich Paul Berg
I just finished another great radio show with John Friend
Here's the link:
http://www.therealistreport.com/2015/02/the-realistreport-friedrich-paul-berg.html (new window)
Here is the direct link without all that text:
https://s3.amazonaws.com/btr.shows/show/7/350/show
_7350779.mp3 (new window)
A show I did this past Monday with Deanna Spingola is
here:
http://spingolaspeaks.net/2015/03/16/spingola-andfriends-41/
Friedrich Paul Berg
Learn everything at: http://www.nazigassings.com (new
window)
Nazi Gassings Never Happened! Niemand wurde
vergast!!
There were NO “limited gassings!” There were NO
homicidal Nazi Gassings at all!
Please visit and support generously:
http://www.Gaschamberhoax.com (new window)
http://www.nazigassings.com/Railroad.html
(new
window)
===================
From: Fredrick Toben
Sent: Mar 21, 2015 6:57 AM
To: 'hoaxbuster' , 'Charles Krafft' , 'Mike Smith'
,ericmail2014@gmail.com, 'Carolyn Yeager'
Cc: 'Deanna Spingola' , 'p19' , 'Germar Rudolf' ,
'Friedrich Paul Berg'
Subject: RE: Toebens's Non-answer

Fritz – your brilliance blinds me - I am in awe of your
Diesel pioneering work that has no end in sight – keep it
up.
It takes such courage and intellectual integrity to call
individuals names – funny how you need to blow out
another’s candle in order to keep yours burning brightly.
Reminds me of the recent Sydney Gay Mardi Gras where
the Diesel Dykes proudly opened the procession.
And I’ve forgotten, what was the answer to my question
to you: How many angels fit on a pin head?
With best wishes.
Fredrick Töben
============================
From: Friedrich Paul Berg
hereticberg@earthlink.net
Sent: Sunday, 22 March 2015 12:45 AM
To: Fredrick Toben; 'hoaxbuster'; 'Charles Krafft';
'Mike Smith'; ericmail2014@gmail.com; 'Carolyn
Yeager'
Cc: 'Deanna Spingola'; 'p19'; 'Germar Rudolf';
'Friedrich Paul Berg'
Subject: Toebens's latest Non-answer
Can Toben give a straight answer to anything?
Are mass gassings possible? That is a simple question
that I put to Toben three times already.
Friedrich Paul Berg
=========================
From: Harvey Taylor hataylor2003@yahoo.com
Sent: Sunday, 22 March 2015 3:10 PM
To: jacobandesau@yahoogroups.com; Toben
Subject: Fwd: [JACOBANDESAU] Fritz Berg gets excited blows out another’s candle in order to keep his burning
brightly

Re: The Hannity Colmes (sp) "interview of mark Weber.
The issue is not what Weber was permitted to say. This
was not an interview for education. It is very important
to show the technique of Hannity and his clown buddy.
This event exemplified the media culture when dealing
with an interviewee they planned to destroy.
There weren't any homicidal "gas chambers" anywhere in
Europe. Fritz destroyed the diesel engine "gas chambers"
Good! Faurisson is a hero! He said-- Think! The
Auschwitz complex supported the German war effort.
Who would continue to work when large numbers of
prisoners were marched by to be executed? Why would
Germany execute those who were supporting their war
effort? All of the effort devoted to demonstrating that
technically, forensically, the fraud in the standard version
of the "Holocaust", is for naught with the average
person who is bored with the equation 2+X=4.
Spielberg's movie "Saving Private Ryan" was bs. The
movie was about killing Germans but "killing Germans"
does not sell to the Anglo/Euro like the good movie
"Saving Private Ryan" I salute everyone who has tried to
save the truth. Everyone! I hope that others will do the
same for Ernst, Sylvia, Germar. etc....
Harvey Taylor, (retired heavy equipment operator)
------------------------------------------------------------ Forwarded Message -------Subject:[JACOBANDESAU] Fritz Berg gets excited -blows
out another’s candle in order to keep his
burning brightly
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Date:Sat, 21 Mar 2015 22:08:24 -0400
From:ReporterNotebook
RePorterNoteBook@Gmail.com
[JACOBANDESAU] <JACOBANDESAUnoreply@yahoogroups.com
Reply-To:ReporterNotebook
RePorterNoteBook@Gmail.com

---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Fredrick Toben toben@toben.biz
Date: Sat, Mar 21, 2015 at 8:43 PM
Subject: Fritz Berg gets excited -blows out another’s
candle in order to keep his burning brightly

Perhaps of interest! Revisionist in-fighting continues =
fertile ground for whom?
*****************
Three Questions:
1. Why would Fritz Berg follow in the steps of David Cole
and Christian Lindtner in defaming Professor Robert
Faurisson and his work? Remember it was Robert

Faurisson who as early as 1979 pointed out that Krema I
was a
reconstruction when it was still being sold to tourists as
an authentic original! In 1992 David Cole obtained Piper’s
confessions and in 1996 van Pelt/Dwork admitted the
fraudulent construction was symbolically to represent
what occurred at Krema II.
2. Is it to position the Jewish viewpoint on matters
Holocaust without having to acknowledge how in our
western liberal democracies legal means have been
employed to silence those who refuse to believe in the
legally sanctioned Holocaust narrative? Is this done so as
to deflect from the embarrassment of having to admit
that a witch-trial mentality possesses those who legally
enforce the Holocaust dogma?
3. Is it to prepare the climate for an exclusive Jewish-led
demolition job on the Holocaust narrative so that it can
be claimed that it was Jewish Revisionists who were the
true Revisionists that exposed the fraudulent Holocaust
narrative?

_______________________________________________
From: Marc Lemire marc@lemire.com
Sent: Sunday, 22 March 2015 4:31 PM
Subject: Untitled Poem by Douglas Christie
From the Friends of Freedom newsletter – Feb/March, 2015:

It has been two years since Doug Christie passed away, and in memory of him, I would like to share with
you his last

poem, found after his death. I hope you find some comfort and encouragement in it.
(Untitled)
I have no regret for all the wounds I've suffered,

By those who hacked and hewed and tore at my good name.
I fought for what I thought was worthy,
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And I would fight them just the same again.
For soon no more remains of all my sorrow.
For once gone they can inflict no more of pain,
And I will count the world’s contempt and sneering,
Not as a loss of hope, but as a gain.
For those who can not go upon this journey,
But must remain to battle when I'm gone,
I pray that when the struggle is too weary,
I can from beyond the rest less fury,
Stretch forth my arm and help to make you strong.
http://blog.freedomsite.org/2015/03/untitled-poem-by-douglas-christie.html
http://www.douglaschristie.com/

_____________________________________________
http://www.kla.tv/index.php?a=showtodaybroadcast&bl
ockid=1316&id=5586&autoplay=true
http://www.kla.tv/index.php?a=showtodaybroadcast&bl
ockid=1316&id=5588&autoplay=true#video
http://www.kla.tv/index.php?a=showtodaybroadcast&bl
ockid=1316&id=5587&autoplay=true

“Stratfor” verrät US-Strategie in der Ukraine
21.03.2015
Guten Abend. Seit 1 Jahrhundert verhindere die USA ein
deutsch-russisches Bündnis! So, verehrte Zuschauer,
George Friedman in seiner Rede vom 4.2.15 an dem «
Chicago Council on Global Affairs ». Auf dem schon 1922
gegründeten « Chicago Council on Global Affairs »
sprachen seit den 1940er Jahren bereits zahllose
Staatsführer und Grössen aller Couleur und Welt. Zu dem
mittlerweile 30.000 starken Kundenstamm zählen USMilitärs und Hedge-Fonds-Manager, hohe Politiker und
internationale Konzerne. Hier eine stark verkürzte
Sprecher-Liste.
Sie soll vorab verdeutlichen, welches Gewicht den
Worten beigemessen werden muss, die auf dem Chicago
Council gesprochen werden: Bereits
1940-50 referierten dort, nebst dem indischen
Premierminister , auch die First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt,
US-Senator John F. Kennedy und andere. In den 60-70er
Jahren Kurt Waldheim und US-Staatssekretär Henry
Kissinger , in den 80er-90er Jahren von Bundeskanzler
Helmut Kohl, über Israels Premier Minister Yitzhak
Shamir, auch Ägyptens Präsident Hosni Mubarak, bis hin
zur britischen Premierministerin Margaret Thatcher und
Südkoreas Präsident Kim Young Sam. Zu den
repräsentativen Sprechern seit dem Jahr
2000 zählten unter vielen anderen der ukrainische
Präsident Victor Juschtschenko, US-Staatssekretärin

Condoleezza Rice, bis hin zu dem englischen
Premierminister Tony Blair und US-Präsident Barack
Obama persönlich. Seit Hacker in George Friedmans
Firmennetz eingedrungen sind, gilt er als aufgeflogener
CIA-Agent.
Die
Internetplattform
Wiki-Leaks
veröffentlichte
rund
150
E-Mails
der
USStrategieberatung Stratfor, die Friedman 1996 gegründet
hat. Wiki-Leaks sollen, nach eigenen Angaben, fünf
Millionen Mails zugespielt worden sein, die Ratschläge
von George Friedman, wie etwa folgende, ans Licht
gebracht
haben: „Wenn die Quelle wertvoll ist, dann musst du sie
unter Kontrolle bringen”, so etwa am 6. Dezember 2011
an eine Mitarbeiterin in Venezuela. „Kontrolle bedeutet:
finanzielle, sexuelle oder psychologische Kontrolle bis zu
dem Punkt, an dem die Quelle bereit ist, Anweisungen
entgegenzunehmen.“ George Friedman gilt, wie gesagt,
seither als enttarnter CIA-Chef.
Im Verbund hetzten die Massenmedien gegen Russland
weiter. Sie führen ihr Hickhack daher nachweisbar
mutwillig und wider jedes bessere Wissen fort. Nur eine
weltweite Verbreitung der Gegendarstellung Russlands
kann das Schimmste noch verhindern. Danke, dass Sie
dabei helfen, Putins Gegenstimme auf dem Weg des
Weltnetzes oder wie auch immer, dem Rest der Welt
zugänglich zu machen!
Quellen/Links:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oaL5wCY99l8&feat
ure=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QeLu_yyz3tc
https://www.thechicagocouncil.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jYCXhN9SqM#t=64

__________________________________________
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